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Historical Background.
The Electrophysiological Approach to
It

i, ,t

to have any ideas?
I think, the true answer is, When he first has any sensation. For since
there appear not to be any ideas in the mind before the senses have
conveyed any in, I conceive that ideas in the understanding are coeval with sensation; which is such an impression or motion made in
some pa-rt of the body as produces some perception in the understanding. It is about these impressions made on our senses by outward objocts, that the mind seems first to employ itself in such operations as
we call "perception, remembering, consideration, reasoning," &c.

Primary Processes

uU be demanded, then, when a man begins

John Locke, An Essay concerning Human Understanding

l.

Introduction

Ar

the time when the psychophysical era of sensory research was
beginning to feel the impact of electrophysiological analysis J. von
Kries in his Allgemeine Sinnesphysiologie (1923) gave a masterly
presentation of the main principles discovered in the last epoch of
research, as well as the psychological and epistemological background.
To show how ripe the tirne was for Adrian's discovery of the frequency
variation in single sensory afferents, I offer this translated quotation

from Von Kries' book (pp. 51-2):

For skeletal muscle we now regard the rhythmic nature of the
motor innervation as certain. We see in this one of its most important distinctive features, and the frequency of this rhythm has been
the subject of much research. It is a question of fundamental importance whether in a similar way the activity in the sensory nerves
is rhythmical, but on this question it is not yet possible to pass definite judgement. Frcjhlich has observed action potentials of very
regular rhythms in certain sensory nerves of cephalopods. In afierent
nerves of higher animals corresponding phenomena have not yet
been established. Nevertheless, Friihlich is inclined to accept the
rhythmical nature of activity for all sensory nerves, and he assumes
that it has escaped notice in higher animals because the frequency
is relatively high, so that the string galvanometer fails to record it.
Von Kries goes on to discuss the all-or-none law of the nerve impulse and concludes, "If we transfer these notions-which, at least for
motor nerves, seem probable-to sensory nerves, we have to assume
that stronger stimuli give a more frequent, weaker stimuli a raret,
reiteration of the same process" [viz. the action current].

2
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Having made the distinction-somewhat artificial, like all such
distinctions-between the mainly psychophysical epoch of sensory research and the present era. dominated by electrophysiology, I feel
obliged to consider briefly the background of the latter in order to
indicate its legitimate claim to a title of its own. In a recent lecture

Adrian (1953) captured something of the atmosphere of the early
twenties when he said:

No one in those days who was interested in electrophysiology
could have failed to realise what it might mean to his own work
when the initial difficulties were overcome, and then came the papers
of atBxlNoBR FoRBEs and of GASSER & NrwcoNrsn * to show that
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pulses, so-called spikes, all of which were of the same size but increased
in frequency when the stimulus was made more intense. Such spikes

are shown in Fig. 1 in response to touch

(A)

and a painful stimulus

(B). The message in the individual nerve fibers thus had the character
of a simple frequency code! And it was all made more exciting by
the fact that one could listen through the loudspeaker (Adrian and
Bronk, 1928) to the code of the nervous message in the act of being
delivered. An immense field was opened up for research. The code
itself had to be studied in various sense organs. The retina and the

the difficulties were akeady yielding. The technique they were using
was clearly not to be undertaken lightly; it involved all sorts of unfamiliar components, high tension batteries, condensers and resistangss-elestrical gear which now overflows our store cupboards but
then had all to be made by hand in the laboratory. But the technique
could be used for physiological purposes. It was a practical method
for magnifying the very small electrical changes which had been

beyond the reach of our recording instruments. It promised direct
information about events which formerly we had only been able to
study by inference.
Reading some of the early papers of that time one cannot help
remembering what a pleasure it was to find that most of the inferences had been correct. Impulses arising in sense organs or nerve
cells were accompanied by action potentials like those in a nerve
trunk stimulated electrically. They followed the all-or-nothing rule
inferred from rsItH LUCAs's t work on the frog's dorso-cutaneous
muscle. They appeared where and when we had reason to expect
them, in sensory and in motor nerves. In fact there was no need to
revise the accepted theories of the nature of nervous communication. It was carried out by impulses of the familiar type.

Having myself from the beginning been interested in the special
in psychophysics, I can well remember how
deeply stirred I was when Adrian's first contributions began to appear
(1926,1926-27; see also his summaries of 1928 and 1932b). It suddenly became clear that both sense organs and neurones (cf. DennyBrown, 1929) d,elivered a message of repeated brief, electrical imsenses and consequently

* The papers intended I take to be Forbes and Thacher (1920) and Gasser
and Newcomer (1921). For these and all other references see pp. 303 ff.
t See Lucas (1,917) in References.

Fig. 1 Discharges in dorsal cutaneous nerves of frog. I shows large rapid
impulses due to touching skin; B, slow impulses produced by 27o acetic acid on
skin. (Adrian, The mechanism

of

nervous action, Oxford University Press,

London, 1932b.)

organ of Corti seemed particularly fascinating. For these organs there
was available an enormous body of psychophysical information to
direct further research by the new method. Adrian immediately showed
that impulse frequency diminished during continuous stimulation and
so put sensory adaptation to the stimulus on a firm basis. It was obvious, too, that with such a definite measure available as spike frequency
many new sense organs would be discovered. This expectation has been
fulfilled. So far the only serious disappointment of this technique has
been with the very thin nerves from some insect sense organs, which
even expert technicians have attacked in vain (Hartline, Waterman,
in personal communications).
Another source of inspiration around the same period was Erlanger
and Gasser's work (see e.g. their summary, 1937). This provided a

clear picture of the properties of the nerve impulse in terms of fiber
size and conduction rate and thus laid the basis for the precise analysis
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of electrical events which plays such a great role in contemporary
work. In the physiology of the special senses its general significance
has been obvious in the study of primary mechanisms, impulse generation, and sensory discrimination.

Forbes and his collaborators (1937) introduced the microelectrode

technique

for the study of neurone responses.* This method (cf.

Buchthal, 1934) became an important supplement to nerve dissection
(see Adrian, 1.928) which technically had culminated in Hartline's
(1938a) work on single flbers in the frog retina. First the retina (for
a summary see Granit, 1947, 1950b) and then the organ of Corti
(Galambos and Davis, 1943, 1944, 1948) were studied with the aid
of microelectrode records, and a vast amount of new information was
obtained. Perhaps the main advantage of the technique at this stage
was that it made the mammalian eye and ear, as well as several nervous
centers, available for analysis. Most of our detailed information about
the elementary properties of sensory end organs and neurones has
come from later improvements of the microelectrode technique, about
which a great deal more will be said below.
The discovery by Wever and Bray (1930) of what is nowadays
called the cochlear microphonic potential, even though first not understood, should rightly be mentioned in this place because it created very
great interest at the time and served as a starting point for much important work.
Berger's rediscovery of the electrical potentials of the brain, popularly called "brain waves," his early fundamental results, subsequent
scepticism as to the value of such mass analysis, and the final justification of this mode of approach, also had repercussions in the sensory
field (1929; for a good historical revier.v in English see Gibbs and
Gibbs, 1948). These will be dealt with below when sensory projections
and specific and unspecific relays are discussed. Adrian in England,
Bremer in Belgium, and Bard and Fulton in the United States took up
the study of sensory and motor projections and thus pioneered the
large amount of important work that is being carried out today. It is
well known that modern psychosurgery, which began as frontal lobotomy, owes its origin to experimental work carried out at Yale Uni* A number of reports of the new method were published; but the most complete description of it was given by Renshaw, Forbes, and Morison (1940). In this
paper will be found a full account of the physical principles involved in recording with microelectrodes from a volume conductor. As early as 1934 Buchthal
had used microelectrodes for electrophysiological work on single muscle fibers.
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(for a review

see Fulton, L949a,b;

).

recall these events in passing as memoirs of a sense-organ man,
because it may be of some historical interest to Put such impressions
on record. In retrospect they seem to me formative influences. At that
time the electrophysiotogy of the sense organs did not as a fleld enjoy
the popularity that has fallen to its lot today. One of the reasons for
the ievival of interest seems to be the appeal of the microelectrode
technique, with its emphasis upon general principles of cellular behavior. This puts a premium on easily accessible reactive structures
wherever such structures may be found. It is particularly convenient
to use sense organs because they are accessible to both adequate and
electrical stimulation.
May I also venture to suggest that the general importance of receptors has been emphasized by such discoveries as that by Heymans
and Heymans (1927) of chemoreceptive regulation of respiration from
glomus caroticum; by Verney (1947) of osmosensitive structures in
the brain stem; by Ranson (see e.g. 1940) of heat-sensitive structures
in the hypothalamus; followed more recently by C. von Euler's and
Sciderberg's (1,952a,b) demonstration that the region in the medu.lla
which is sensitive to carbon dioxide has in every respect properties of
receptors such as those to be described below. It has been tealized
for a century to be sure, that the body contains a considerable number
of internal measuring Insflurnsnfs-sherrington (1906) used to speak
of interoceptors as opposed to exteroceptors-but electrical methods
have invited close analysis of their efiects and made it imperative for
both general physiologists and neurophysiologists to cross the boundaries of their own limited territories and invade each other's domains
of research. For instance, the heart specialist must know something
about receptors because study of cardiac afferent impulses, important
for reflex self-regulation within the vascular system, has again attracted
alarge body of workers. (See e.g. Amann and Schaefer,1943; Jarisch
and Zotterman, 19 48 ; Whitteridge, 1 948 ; Dickinson, 1 950 ; Schaefer,
1950; Paintal, 1953b.) The recent pioneer work in this field was begun
try Jarisch (1940, L941.), who took up the well-known problem of the
Bezold reflex.

2. Scope of the

studY

The sense organs are our "private" measuring instruments and, like
other instruments, they have properties such as sensitivity, range, speed,
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and power of resolution. The study of these is common to both psychophysics and electrophysiology. A great deal of experimental work
has gone into determining the limitations of the senses as interpreters
of the external world in terms of perception. The analysis by electrical
methods of primary processes in sense organs is part of this study but
at the same time is also part of general neurophysiology.

At this point it is appropriate to remember that in the course of
evolution the sense organs have developed by being in intimate contact
with movement to or from external objects. This principle of organization is preserved in the reflex arcs of man and all animals. Indeed,
highly important receptors, e.g. the vestibular ones, adjust balance by
reflex postural contraction5-3gs61ding to most authors-without ever
entering the world of perception. Many sense organs have pathways
which do and others which do not evoke that particular conscious state
which is called perception or sensation. We are not aware of our pupillomotor reflexes; yet their afferent path is that of light. All this is
significant because the electronic era of work on sense organs has made
some of its greatest contributions to the understanding of first principles
by analyzing receptors lacking psychological equivalents in perception.
It is not untrue perhaps to state that by comparison the previous era
was one of great psychophysical discoveries.

In vision I can think of only one major psychophysical discovery
from the same period, the "directional efiect" (Stiles and Crawford,
1933; Stiles, 1939), which implies that the effect of light falling on
the cones depends upon its angle of incidence. Of course there has
been brilliant work done in sensory physiology with methods involving little or no electronics. f should like to mention the discovery of
the o'supersonic radar" of bats in flight (Griffin and Galambos, 1941;
Galambos and Griffin, 1942; Galambos, 1942) suggested by Hartridge's early experiments (1920); Von Frisch's (1946, L949, L950)
beautiful results on the orientation of bees; Waterman's ( 1950) precise
analysis of the polarizing properties of the eye of Limulus; andDethier's
(1953) study of taste receptors on the legs of flies. Several others will
be mentioned below when the subjects are discussed.

fn many instances it is exceedingly difficult to translate electrophysiological results into sensory equivalents at the psychological level.
I shall return to this point in Chapter 8 and when discussing microdissection and microelectrode techniques, which set problems that
cannot be translated into perceptual terms. I do not mean problems
which by definition are purely physicochemical propositions, e.g. ion
transfer in impulse generation, but problems concerning the organiza-

are often difficult to approach in terms of perception. It is fortunate
that in higher animals inhibition of motor performance is organized
entirely *ithit the central nervous system, not, as in some arthropods,
by additional inhibitory mechanisms in the muscles themselves (BiederandKatz, 1946;
-urr, 1895; Marmont and Wiersma, 1938; Kuffiet
in the efferent
impulses
that
Fatt and Katz, L952b), because it means
itself, can
in
the
latter
branch of a reflex to a muscle, or movement
mechanisms.
inhibitory
be used as an index to gain insight into central
It is well known that fine adjustment on the motor side involves an
interplay of inhibition and excitation. The same is true for many acts
sensory discrimination, and inhibition by light has actually been
discovered in the retina (for a summary see e.g. Granit, 1952b), but
often the motor act is easier to understand by analysis than is the perceptual efiect.
For many purposes, e.g. physicochemical studies of primary events,
we can neglect the teleological aspects of the sensory message and the
general problem of central decoding of the code of spikes, but I want
to emphasize that research into special senses differs from many other
recognized branches of physiology in presupposing and accepting the

of

fact that understanding of biological purpose is part of its aim, be it
movement or perception. To close one's eyes to this aspect of sensory
physiology is to neglect the biological, psychological, and philosophical
implications of a branch of natural science which actually is capable
of giving some meaning to "meaning."

3. The psychophysical approach and the
Fechner integration
In studying our "private" measuring instruments, the sense organs,
we use "public" measuring instruments, "meters" of various kinds
which disregard the limitations of our sensory experiences. Weighing,
for instance, can be performed only within a limited range with the
aid of our sensations of touch, weight, and pressure; but the principle,
once applied, can be extended to an enormous range. It suffrces to
draw attention to the notion of wave length or frequency in optics to
realize how much we have expanded the very limited perceptual range
of our eye and what amount of insight we have achieved by measuring
based on this notion. Adaptation in the sense organs tends to make our
private measuring instruments fraudulent (to be sure, for a very good
biological purpose), but, having developed units for measuring, we
have also become capable of exposing the fraud and creating concePts
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are often dfficult to approach in terms of perception. It is fortunate
that in higher animals inhibition of motor performance is organized
entirely within the central nervous system, not, as in some arthropods,
by additional inhibitory mechanisms in the muscles themselves (Biedermann, 1895; Marmont and Wiersma, 1938; Kuffier andKatz, 1946;
Fatt and Katz, 1952b), because it means that impulses in the efferent
branch of a reflex to a muscle, or movement in the latter itself, can
be used as an index to gain insight into central inhibitory mechanisms.
It is well known that fine adjustment on the motor side involves an
interplay of inhibition and excitation. The same is true for many acts
of sensory discrimination, and inhibition by light has actually been
discovered in the retina (for a summary see e.g. Granit, 1952b), but
often the motor act is easier to understand by analysis than is the perceptual effect.
For many purposes, e.g. physicochemical studies of primary events,
we can neglect the teleological aspects of the sensory message and the
general problem of central decoding of the code of spikes, but I want
to emphasize that research into special senses differs from many other
recognized branches of physiology in presupposing and accepting the

fact that understanding of biological purpose is part of its aim, be it
movement or perception. To close one's eyes to this aspect of sensory
physiology is to neglect the biological, psychological, and philosophical
implications of a branch of natural science which actually is capable
of giving some meaning to "meaning."

3. The psychophysical approach and

the

Fechner integration
In studying our "private" measuring instruments, the sense organs,
we use "public" measuring instruments, "meters" of various kinds
which disregard the limitations of our sensory experiences. Weighing,
for instance, can be performed only within a limited range with the
aid of our sensations of touch, weight, and pressure; but the principle,
once applied, can be extended to an enormous range. It suffices to
draw attention to the notion of wave length or frequency in optics to
realize how much we have expanded the very limited perceptual range
of our eye and what amount of insight we have achieved by measuring
based on this notion. Adaptation in the sense organs tends to make our
private measuring instruments fraudulent (to be sure, for a very good
biological purpose), but, having developed units for measuring, we
have also become capable of exposing the fraud and creating concepts
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such as that of a constant stimulus or any other constant event for that
matter (see Chapter 8).
It is perhaps surprising that we should have succeeded in creating
the idea of constancy in the face of sensory adaptation. Coal reflects
more light in bright sunshine than snow in the evening and yet coal is
always perceived as black and snow as white (Hering, summary,
1925). Wherever I move within a lecture theater (for example) you
will see me as a person of constant size, yet the retinal image changes
with the distance of the observer, as the renaissance inventors of the
perspective truly realized. Similarly, movement, color, and form of
objects remain constant within considerable limits of physical variation. Thus we may say that the unconscious processes of sensory integration (to which I shall return in Chapter 8) have dropped us a good
hint of the possibility of things constant in a changing world. If these
had not been designed that way, would we ever have succeeded in
creating the idea of constancy? The reply is that all possible worlds are
within us; they are our present and inherited responses to information
from sense organs laid down with reasonable phylogenetic constancy
(cf. Lawrence, 7949; Hilgard, 195 1 ).
Relatively late in the history of civilization systematic investigation
of our private measuring instruments with the aid of public measuring
instruments began in earnest. The new science which ultimately was
called psychophysics (Fechner, 1862) consisted of the application of
the system of conventions known as the c.g.s. units (centimeter, gram,
second) to sensation. It was forced to jump the intermediate links
(which are the subject of these lectures) when it defined sensation in
terms of the c.g.s. units, so-called stimuli. It seems like a vicious circle,
first to derive c.g.s. units from sensory experiences and then to study
these experiences by means of the same units. However, definition of
stimuli in this fashion is no more "vicious" than any other application
of the same or other conventional sets of rules to establish a system
of relations. Science is pragmatic, as should be well known in the
country of Peirce and James. It has rules for what is done and what
isn't done, and just as in society its norm is a convention that must not
be broken. The reward is prediction of behavior.

Psychophysics, for instance, predicts that most people see yellow
when the stimulus is defined as 5800 units of Angstrtim. This, by hypothesis, is ascribed to certain events which are assumed to be absent
or otherwise abnormal if people fail to see as predicted. Several great
deductions were made in psychophysics on this general basis. They
were stimulated by discoveries which in turn stimulated new discov-
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eries, perhaps the most famous ones dealing with vision and hearing.
I need not now enumerate the achievements of Thomas Young, Von
Helmholtz, Maxwell, Hering, and many others. However, as an introduction to the study of impulse generation in sense organs, Fechner's
classical integration should not be forgotten. I will try to explain what
it means and how it has fared when confronted with electrophysiology.
Exactly l2I years ago E. H. Weber published some experiments in
which he tried to measure the difierence threshold for weights, tones,
and the appreciation of length. The experiments with weights were
carried out in two ways. In some of them he used what he held to be
sense of pressure alone, the hand lying flat on the table while different
weights were applied. He concluded that one weight felt heavier than
another when they were related as 29:30. In the other set of experiments the muscle sense was also involved because the weights, covered
in cloth, were actually lifted. The difference threshold was then 39:40

(description from Weber, 1 846).
Fechner (1"862) drew the conclusion that the increment threshold
AR of the stimulus R was constant, and he carried out several series
of experiments to establish the validity of this generalization aR/R
constant. The constant itself he regarded as a minute sensory unit aS.
He then defined as Weber's law or the fundamental law (Fundamen-

talformel):
l. AR/R - k'aS, (in which k is a factor of proportionality).
His next daring step was to suggest that AR and aS were true limiting values dR and dS, such as required by the definitions. of calculus,
and that one therefore could rewrite ( 1) as an elementary differential
equation, here rearranged

as

2. ds/dR- 1/kR,
from which by.integration one obtains

3.

S:

alogR

I

b,

in which the constant a also includes the coefficient for transformation
into decadic logarithms and b is an integration constant.
This, then, is Fechner's law (Massformel), which he also derived
in other ways. It states that something in sensation that one might call
its quantity S is proportional to the logarithm of the stimulus R.
There is an enormous literature dealing with Fechner's law: tests
of its validity, criticism of the assumptions-which as mathematical
propositions are indeed open to criticism-attempts to replace it with
better expressions, epistemological difficulties, etc. (cf. Von Kries,
1923). If one scrutinizes Fechner's own data, these, too, must be
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taken with a grain of salt because there are often systematic variations
of the Weber fraction. Many other tests reveal weaknesses. Nevertheless, despite the validity of much of the criticism directed against it,
Fechner's law has survived every attack. The psychophysicists of today still keep it in their arsenal as a convenient rule of thumb to be
taken down from the shelf whenever difference thresholds are discussed.

It would show lack of historical

sense to look upon Fechner's famous

integration as a mathematical treatment that could not be improved
upon. The real question again is pragmatic: did he or did he not hit
upon something important? His law shows that when stimulus strength
R increases in geometric progression, something in sensation that we
call its quantity ,S increases in arithmetical progression. Has this law
been useful in the same way as other concepts of limited validity, such
as the well-known elementary relation between volume and pressure?
Very few laws, if any, have eternal validity and many useful laws are
restricted in range.
This brings us back to the present day of electronics because if
Fechner served psychophysics well, he must also be said to have raised
a number of valid problems for the electrophysiology of the special
SENSES.

4. Stimulus strength, generator potential,
and impulse frequency
We admit to a property of "quantity" in sensations. We speak of
tones of different loudness, light of different brightness, pain more or
less intense. When Adrian (L926) showed that nerve impulses from
the sense organs registered stimulus intensity by a frequency variation,
there arose an opportunity of testing Fechner's generalization. The
curve in Fig. 2 was recorded by Matthews (1931a) in Adrian's laboratory and refers, indeed, to the muscle sense (cf. Leeuwen, 1949),
but in this case to a single end organ in the small muscle on the upper,
outer side of the middle toe of the frog, a toe extensor. The logarithm
of the load in grams is plotted against impulse frequency per second,
one second after loading. We see that impulse frequency is proportional to the logarithm of the stimulus as implied by Fechner's law.
To be sure, it is not very easy to define the stimulus of a muscle
receptor with great precision. Ultimately it must be in the nature of a
mechanical deformation set up by stretch, and it is possible to argue

l2
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that length rather than load is the decisive factor. According to Hooke's
law length would be proportional to tension, but muscle does not obey
this law strictly (Buchthal, 1942; Hill, 1953).
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come in? There must obviously be some generator mechanism starting
the discharge of impulses in the nerve, apparently preceded by at least
one mechanism that provides the speciflc sensitivity of the end organ
to its adequate stimulrts. This question immediately raises the whole
problem of impulse generation in sense organs (cf. Granit, 1947).
We have some information about the generative mechanism, but the
speciflc ones are not very well known, except in some instances. Their
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Fig. 2. Discharge of frog muscle spindle under different loads. Graphs showing the relationship of the frequency 1 second after loading to the logarithm of
the load. Temperature 15"C. (Matthews, I. Physiol.,71, 64. l93la.)

A better example is the visual end organ of the horseshoe crab
(Limulus polyphemus) for which the stimulus can be deflned with
greater precision. This eye consists of ommatidia or sensory units;
and one big nerve fiber, held to be coming from a definite isolated
structure-the so-called excentric cell (Hartline, Wagner, and MacNichol, 1952)-can easily be isolated. Hartline and Graham (1932)
have recorded the curve illustrated in Fig. 3. Again spike frequency
is proportional to the logarithm of the stimulus intensity. Such examples could be multiplied (cf. e.g., single auditory fibers, Galambos and
Davis, 1943).
It seems reasonable to conclude that Fechner did arrive at a sound
generalization and that its basis is laid down somewhere in the receptor
mechanism,
The next question is therefore:

if this is so, where

does the logarithm

Fig. 3. The relation between frequency of impulses (number per sec.) and
log. of the intensity of stimulating light. Intensity in arbitrary units (1 unit =
630,000 meter candles). Curve A shows frequency of the initial maximal discharge; curve B, frequency of discharge 3.5 sec. after onset of illumination.
(Hartline and Graham,

l.

Cell. Comp. Physiol., 1,277.

1,932.)

very specificity suggests that they are difierent for different receptors,
while the generative mechanism, faced everywhere with the same
problem of initiating impulses at nerve endings, is likely to be run on
similar principles throughout the whole gamut of receptors. Furthermore, these principles are likely to be familiar from work on peripheral
nerves. Keeping this in mind and considering the fact that the work
on simple eyes-i.e. eyes uncomplicated by the presence of ganglionic
structures at the precise level of the retina, such as those of cephalopods
studied by Frtihlich (1914,t92l)-presented evidence for maintained
depolarization potentials in the sense cells during illumination, one

may say it is likely that the impulse discharge is initiated and kept
up by a generator potential of depolarization which either directly or

t4
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by electrotonic transfer along the fine nerve terminals depolarizes the
nerve and sets up impulses. For a review of these arguments, see Granit
(1,947).It is hardly necessary to repeat them, beyond mentioning
that depolarization potentials from simple visual receptors such as
those of cephalopods and some arthropods have been recorded from
the beginning of the electrophysiology of vision. Frohlich's (1921)
classical picture of depolarization in the visual cells of the cephalopod
eye is shown in Fig. 4. Autrum and his collaborators (1951, 1952)
have systematically studied receptor depolarizations in insect eyes of
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the single afierent fiber into a number of flne terminals. Such branching seems to be characteristic of most sensory nerve fibers, and we
shall have reason to consider its physiological significance below.

Fig. 4. Electroretinogram of Eledone moschata. Time marking: 1/5 sec.
(Friihlich, Grundziige einer Lehre vom Licht- und Farbensinre, Fischer, Jena,
1921.)

the type in which receptors and neural layers are far apart. Dewar and
McKendrick ( 1873a,b) were the first to observe the electrical response
of the invertebrate eye to illumination. They were followed by Chatin
(1880), Beck (1899), Piper (1904), and Frcihlich (1914, 1,921).
Hartline (1928) later studied a number of insect eyes, some of which
were complex and gave complicated responses, and then in Limulus

found the relatively simple preparation mentioned. I shall return to
it below.
The arguments concerning the Fechner integration having been
developed on the basis of muscle receptors, it is of some interest to
continue along this line. Recently Katz (1949,1950a,b) recorded the

electrical changes in afferent nerve terminals of the extensor digiti IV
muscle of the frog which appear when the muscle is subjected to
stretch. Fig. 5 presents a photomicrograph of this preparation, in
which I want to draw special attention (in B) to the splitting up of

l.' isolated living spindle
capsule, intrafusal muscle fibers, and
nerve supply. The nerve contained a sensory and a motor axon which was cut.
B.' stained preparation (osmic acid). Muscle with two sensory axons, one of
which was cut. The muscle was flattened between slides before fixation. (Katz,
L Physiol., 111,248. 1950.)
Fig. 5. Photomicrographs of frog muscle spindles.

immersed

in Ringer solution, showing

In Figs. 6a and 6b the muscle with its sensory organs (spindles)
had been subjected to stretch. In record A1 there is a spontaneous
discharge at rest but in 2-4 a stretch of increasing intensity is seen to
have elicited not only impulses, the fast deflections, but also a slow
potential change shifting the baseline downward. On the dght (B)
are similar records made monophasic by crushing the central portion
of the axon. The slow potential change has apparently originated
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Fig. 7a. Like Fig. 6b, but the impulses have been removed by application of

0.5/o procaine, so that the slow Potential change alone remains' (Katz,
Fig. 6a. Potential

ohanges

in a sensory axon when the muscle is subjected to

a transient stretch. The stretch was applied by a sartorius muscle contracting
against the M. extensor dig. IV. A1l records read from left to right and show
"spindle negativity" (i.e. a positive potential difference between electrodes)
as a downward deflection. l.' usual recording from uninjured axon-I, at
"rest"; 24, with increasing intensity of stretching. B.' the records have been
made monophasic by crushing the central portion of the axon. (Note: in this
preparation the axon divided into two br.anches before entering the muscle.)
Occasional alternations in spike size (e.g. rccotd AZ) are probably to be attributed to impulses starting along alternate branches of the axon. (Katz,

l.

Physiol., 111, 261. 1950.)

Fig. 6b. Electric responses (lower trace of each pair) during three mechanical
stretches at different rates (upper traces). The response consists of spikes and
of a slow local depolarization which depends upon rate and amplitude of
stretching. Time signal: 500 cyc./sec. (Katz,

l.

Physiol., 109, 9P. 1949.)

J-

Physiol., l1 1, 261. 1950.)

Fig. 7b. "Off-effect" at the end of a period of stretching. Initial length 1516 mm. In records 2-6 a 1.8 mm. stretch was applied. Records 1-3: normal
preparation, initial length being slightly less in 3 than in I and 2. Record I shows
"resting" discharge. Records 4 and 5: after applicatiot of 0.15/o procaine;
record 6, after 0.3Vo procaine. In records 4 and 5 an initial spike was Present
but is not visible in the reproduction. (Katz, l. Physiol., I I I , 261. 1950.)

within the sensory end organ itself and been conducted electrotonically
along the nerve terminals to the recording electrodes.x During intense
* Kuffier (1. Neurophysiol., in course of publication) has since obtained direct
records from the receptor end of a muscle spindle in the dorsal tail muscles of
the crayfish. Katz's results, obtained by recording from the nerve terminals, are
confirmed in every aspect as reviewed in this chapter.
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depolarization by stretch (Fig. 6a, record 84) the size of the spike
is diminished. This is due to the local depolarization and not to conduction in the refractory period, because in the diphasic record (r44)
the effect is absent, meaning that a few millimeters away, in a region
outside the reach of electrotonic spread from the terminals, the impulses have recovered their full size. The spikes and the terminal depolarization potentials are shown in Fig. 6b as a function of rate of
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mixture of ganglionic potentials from nervous centers in close contact
with the receptor layer. One's expectation is to flnd the generator
potentials roughly proportional to the logarithm of stimulus intensity,
and Fig. 9a shows that for the cephalopod eye this is the case. For
comparison I have added to this flgure a curve (9b) referring to the

stretch.

After application of procaine the impulses disappear but the slow
potential change remains and can thus be studied in isolation. Fig.7a
shows this effect for stretch at difierent rates (recorded upward).
There is an initial rapid swing, which Katz calls the dynamic effect,
followed by a maintained static effect. A dynamic overswing in the
opposite positive direction, a hyperpolaization, follows at cessation
of stretch, as shown in Fig. 7b, and it is clear that the afferent axon
is silent during this time.
Before considering the slow potential changes accompanying excitation in the terminals, it is of interest to study Fig. 8, which represents the relation between impulse frequency and the maintained local
depolarization in millivolts. This relationship is one of direct proportionality. In Fig. 2 it was shown that the impulse frequency of the
frog's muscle spindle is proportional to the logarithm of the load, and
we raised the question of where in the receptive mechanism the logarithmic relation came in: clearly not between the generator potential
and the discharge of impulses, because the size of the generator potential determines frequency directly. It must arise earlier in the chain
of events, but Katz's experiments do not provide any evidence of how
the energy of mechanical stretch is converted into a local depolarization.
At the moment it is probably too early to make too much out of the
differentiation of the depolarization potential into a dynamic and static
component. The positive overswing of hypeqpolaization of the membrane potential at cessation of stimulation seems, however, a singularly interesting observation and may well be a general phenomenon
because, as we shall see below, there is evidence for a postexcitatory
depression of afferent impulse frequency in many sense organs other
than the frog muscle spindle.
Katz has not plotted his data so as to allow direct comparison with
those of Fig. 2, illustrating the relation between spike frequency and
the logarithm of the load. I therefore return to the visual cells of eyes
in which their response can be recorded, if not pure yet without ad-

:
E

o

o

Fig. 8. Frog muscle spindle. Relation between local depolarization (abof impulses (ordinates). A regression line has been drawn
through the results obtained from 91 pairs of observations. (Katz, l. Physibl.,
scissae) and frequency
t

l r, 261. 1950.)

initial phase of the electrical response of a complex eye such as that
of the cat, to be discussed in Chapter 5. (Cf. in Granit, L947, the
critical remarks onpp. i09-19.) In view of all these results we have
some reason for stating that despite the many objections raised against
Fechner's generalization, he did succeed in getting hold of something
fundamental. The maintained generator potential is logarithmically
related to stimulus intensity, though, as I said, when full-range results
from various single end organs become available, other formulas prob-
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ably will be found which fit better. The curves in general tend to be
S-shaped. I have taken up this question against the background of the
classical law because in the end one must be grateful for work which
has left as its inheritance such keen insight into problems.
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opening. They can be left in the cell for a considerable time. Important
work on ventral horn cells has been carried out with this technique by
Brock, Coombs, and Eccles (t951,1952).

Hartline and his collaborators have recently published some Preliminary results obtained by this technique on the isolated ommatidium
of the Limulus eye (Hartline, Wagner, and MacNichol, 1952). The
uppermost record of Fig. 10, introduced for comparison, is obtained
from a single ommatidium and its nerve fiber in the ordinary way by
enclosing both structures within the leads. It shows that the impulses
zrrise on the rising phase of the ommatidial depolarization potential,
the frequency decreasing when the electrical resPonse of the ommatidium decreases. The relation between size of potential and spike
frequency was not, however, as simple as at the nerve terminals of
the frog muscle spindle. They suspect that there are at least two potential sources, the ommatidium as well as the nerve strand. To quote:

a..

b.

Fig. 9a. Size of electrical response to illumination in cephalopod eye. Ordinates: millivolts. Abscissae: log. relative intensity of illumination. (Frrihlich,
Grundziige einer Lehre vom Licht- und Farbensinn, Fischer, Iena, 1921.)
Fig. 9b. Same for dark-adapted cat in terms of size of b-wave. At arrow,
when curve approaches asymptote, the rate of rise of the b-wave continues to
increase for higher intensities (cf. Fig. 69, p. 155).

Further expansion of this line of work on the generator potential
should profit a great deal from the technique of the internal capillary
microelectrode in the form developed particularly by Graham and
Gerard (1946) and Ling and Gerard (1949). Their electrodes are fine
microp.ipettes which can be inserted into single cells.
Microelectrodes were pushed into giant nerve fibers of squids from the
cut end by Hodgkin and Huxley (1939) and Curtis and Cole (1940) in
order to measure the membrane potential directly, both in rest and during
activity, which led among other things to the important discovery that
the spike of the action potential exceeds the membrane potential. These
microelectrodes did not have to be very flne because the giant nerve fibers

are of the order of half a millimeter in diameter. The capillary micropipettes of Gerard, Graham, and Ling are below 0.5p in diameter at the
tip, and when they are inserted into the cell its membrane tends to seal
around the capillary, thereby preventing free ionic exchange through the

The nerve strand itself appears to contribute significantly to the
potential gradients thus recorded. This contribution can be seen
directly in some preparations, especially in those that have been
slightly damaged so that the repetitive discharge of nerve impulses
no longer takes place. When these slow potential changes [partly
electrotonic ones, comparable with those measured by Katzl in the
nerve strand can be observed, their time course is very similar to
the rise and fall of frequency of impulses discharged from undamaged preparations although no exact quantitative comparisons have yet been made [p. 135].
The notion that the electrotonic spread is the stimulus for the nerve
o'generator potentials" (see Granit,
terminals was part of the theory of
1947). Electrotonic potentials in the frog's optic nerve were described
by Granit and Therman (1938) and measured in our laboratory by
Bernhard (L942) on Dytiscus. Electrotonic spread into the optic nerve
of Limulus can be seen also in the early records of Hartline and
Graham (1932).
In the lower part of Fig. 10 the upper record has been obtained with
a micropipette. Since these experiments are not yet published in fuIl,
I shall report them in the authors' own words (Hartline, Wagner and

MacNichol, L952):
Many probings by the pipette were necessary before the responses
illustrated were obtained, even though the group of retinula cells
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always comprises a sizable fraction of the volume of the ommatidium. This would seem to support our belief that it is the eccentric
cell that is responsible for the discharge of nerve impulses. In the

the final successful
experiment [from which Fig. 10 is taken]
probing resulted in a sudden change in the potenfial of the micro-
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10a. Action potential of isolated ommatidir-rm (LintultLs eye) and its
ncrve strand in response to prolonged steady illumination. Deflection upward
indicates increasing ncgativity of cornea with respect to cut end of nerve strand-

Fig.

DC amplification. Black line above time scale sigr-rals period of iliumination
(record interrupted for approximately 8 sec.).

Fig. 10b. Simultaneor-rs records of the potentials arising within an ommzrtidium (upper trace) and from the nerve br-rnclle attached to the ommatidiLrm
(lower trace) in response to prolonged illr"rn-rination. The black band under the
lower trace indicates the duration of illumination. The activity of the ommatidium wirs recorcled betwcen a micropipette (tip diameter 1t) inserted into it and
an indifferent eleclrode in the solution covering the eye. DC amplification was
useil, thc resting potential having been cancelcd by means of a potentiometer'.
Wick electrodcs and a capacitirnce-coupled amplifrer were us:d for recording
the potentials from the nerve. Interval between time mirrks - 1/5 sec. (Hartline,
Wagner, and MacNichol, Cold Spr. Hu'b. Sytnp. Quant. Biol., 17,125.1952.)
pipette, the electrode becoming more negative with respect to an
indifferent lead by at least 50 mv. At the same time, the nerve
bundle from the ommatidium suddenly began to discharge impulses
spontaneously, and, synchronously with each nerve impulse, spikelike positive deflections were recorded by the micropipette [as shown
by h-ig. 101. . . The higher the intensity of the stimulating light,
the greater was the elevation of potential of the micro-electrode,
and the greater was the increase in the frequency of the discharge
of impulses [pp. 136-137].
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The authors conclude: "our experience with this type of pieparation
is too limited to permit us to discuss the relation between the potential
level and the frequency of nerve discharge, or to relate the potential
changes recorded by means of the micropipette to the slow action
potentials recorded with external electrodes [Fig. 10a] on the omlnaiidiu- or its nerve bundle" (p. t:Z;. No doubt further experience
with this preParation will soon supply the missing links'* With the
vertebrate reiina u cor.esponding degree of clarity has not yet been
reached. This I shall discuss in Chapter 5'
two research grouPs (Alvarez-Buylla and Ramirez de
Recently,
-1953;
Gray and Sato, i953a,b) have succeeded in recoidArellano,
ing the generator potential of the Pacini body (for the histology of
thls organ, see below, p. 38), thus supporting with one mo:e example
the theory of stimulation by generator potentials. Its application to the
ear has been discussed by Davis, Tasaki, and Goldstein (1952) and
Tasaki and Fernandez (1952). In brilliant work with an internal
vibrating microelectrode von B6k6sy (1952b) showed that the cochlear miciophonic potential probably arises in the sensory hair cells riding on the basilar membrane. Thus, after having once been relegated to
thi role of an epiphenomenon, the cochlear microphonics are now again
held to be the generator potentials of the mechanorecePtors in the ear.
Eleven yeurr igo Zotterman (1943) studied the distribution of the
microphonic poiential over the large sacculus of the pike with the aid
of one of my platinum microelectrodes and a micromanipulator, as
used for the ietina. It was quite evident that the microphonic potential
was generated over the sensitive macular region of this organ' r-'eads
from the nerve showed that the spikes arose on top of the microphonic
wave. Ever since I had the pleasure of seeing those experimeflts performed I have been waiting for the moment when the ear physiologists
would return to the notion that the cochiear microphonics might serve
as generator potentials in the organ of Corti. The work of Von B6k6sy
(tgsza,a) aiso contains an important analysis with microelectrodes
in this organ of the distribution of AC and DC potentials.
All these results with generator potentials do not, of course, exclude
the possibility that some end organs may be driven by chemical mechanisms with little or no generator potentials as intermediaries'
* Since this was written Hartline and his collaborators (in personal communication) have actually shown that, just as in muscle spindles, the impulse frequency
is directly proportional to the semistationary (static) phase of the generator potential recorded across the ommatidium alone. This potential is logarithmically
related to light intensitY.
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5.

Sensory adaptation. Accommodation

The best known electrophysiological equivalent of sensory adaptation is the decline in the frequency of discharge of a single afferent
coming from an end organ which is being subjected to contiruous
stimulition. This has been well illustrated in many of the records already shown. Since Adrian's early work (1928) it has been known
that there are slowly and rapidly adapting end organs. The fast touch
receptors and the slowly adapting muscle spindles (to be discussed in
Chapter 6) may be taken as prototypes of these two categories' A
relatlvely full discussion of adaptation from the standpoint that sense
organs act by setting up generator potentials which stimulate the nerve
terminals is found in my book of 1947 . At that time it was still necessary to refer to analogies with results of stimulation of peripheral
neiuer with slowly rising constant currents. The last section has shown
that the generator potentials today are being analyzed directly with
microelecirodes at the site of spike generation. This cleariy is the road
of future progress. The notion of generator potentials as intermediates
in the proiuction of a sensory discharge-whatever its ultimate fatehas prbved a useful theory, directing further research into the actual
mechanism of impulse generation.
An end-organ consists of at least two intimately associated mechanisms: one responsible for its specific sensitivity, e.g. a photochemical
substance in the case of the eye, and another, e.g. the generator potential, responsible for the transformation of the speciflc change into
a form of energy capable of discharging the nerve terminals. Both may
adapt to the stimulus, but inasmuch as the generator potential is the
one responsible for the discharge, it would also, by its fall, indicate
adaptation of the former. The primary approach to the problem of
adaptation is therefore identical with a study of the generator potential
and its relation to the spike frequency (cf. above). The motoneurone
is a good model. Brock, Coombs, and Eccles (1951, 1952) have inserted a microelectrode into the motoneurones and directly recorded
its generator potential, a characteristic depolarization of the cell which
they assume is dependent upon a chemical mediator. In the eye the
photosensitive substances may be regarded as the best candidates for
the role of chemical mediators. At the motor end piates in the muscle
the end-plate potential, first seen by Gopfert and Schaefer (1938),
has been shown by Eccles and O'Connor (1939), Eccles, Katz, and
Kuffier (Ig4l), and Kuffier (1942, t949) to be a generator potential'
Finally, Fatt and Katz (1951) by intracellular recording have shown
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in a model fashion how release of acetylcholine elicits this end-plate
potential and the latter the discharge, thus integrating Dale's (1952)
ilassical acetylcholine theory into the electrical mechanism'
This raises the general problem of whether chemical mediators

also

play a part in translating, e.g., mechanical deformation of touch and stretch
receptors into generator potentials. Brown and Gray (1948) and Douglas
and Gray (1953) have recorded sensory discharges from skin and mesentery in response to arterial injections of acetylcholine. Dodt, Skouby, and
zotterman (1953) report similar results with afferents from thermoreceptors (cf. psychophysical testsby Bing and Skouby, 1950). It does not
necessarily follow that this substance plays a role in normal transmission,
nor is this assumed by the authors cited. Indeed, Brown, Douglas, and Gray
present evidence against this view. Hunt (1952b) has reported that acetylcholine flres the large nuclear bag (annulospiral) afferents of the muscle
spindle, but his evidence indicates that the effect is indirect and caused by
the depolarizing action of this substance on the motor end plates of the
efferent gamma fibers which contract the muscle spindle (see chapter 6).
with respect to acetylcholine the gamma end plates behave like ordinary motor or alpha end plates. Granit, Skoglund, and Thesleff (1953) find
that the same spindle afferents are flred by very small doses of succinylcholine, but in their case there is also some evidence for a direct effect on
the sensory organ itself. Similarly, succinylcholine discharges the chemoreceptors of the glomus caroticum (Landgren, Liljestrand, and Zotterman,
lg52), which lack the complications of a muscular apParatus attached to

the sense organ. This gives an indication of how matters stand at the
moment.,F Clearly work at the microlevel would be needed for the elucidation of these problems. As such, chemical mediation seems unnecessary
for mechanoreceptors (cf. Gray and Malcolm, 1950; Douglas and Gray,
1953). Mechanical stimulation of nerve was demonstrated and studied by
Tigerstedt as early as 1880. In the mechanorecePtors of the ear the latent
period seems too short for anything but direct mechanical stimulationin fact,0.15 msec. with strong stimuli (Davis, Tasaki, and Goldstein,
r9s2).

At the nerve end of the receptor's generator potential nerve accommodation may be a contributing factor to adaptation, though on the
other hand it is well known from the early work of Adrian, Cattell,
and Hoagland (1931) and Cattell and Hoagland (1931) that skin
receptors can be adapted to zero excitability without flring a single
{. G. Liljestrand has recently reviewed the problem of chemical transmission,
with especial reference to chemoreceptors (Pharmacol. Rev., 6,73-8. 1954).
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impulse. Therefore nerve accommodation alone can never fully explain
receptor adaptation.
Now, what is accommodation? At present it is still a purely formal
description of the fact that each impulse in the nerve is succeeded by
a process of restitution which counteracts the setting up of a fresh

impulse. Some of the best known mathematical treatments of this
problem have been given by A. M. Monnier (L934) , Hill ( 1935-36),
andKatz (1939). A discussion of sense organs is found in Granit

(1947). Accommodation has not yet been given its flnal place in
modern physicochemical excitation theories, though suggestions based
on experiments have been made by Hodgkin and Huxley (1952). For
the present purpose it suffices to realize that nerve excitat;on is counteracted by opposing processes which we call "accommodation," and
it is therefore necessary to consider whether such processes can also
be shown to counteract maintained stimulation by a generator potentiai
in the receptors. If so, they would contribute to adaptation as defined
by the decline in spike frequency during maintained stimulation.
The classical method of measuring accommodation was introduced

by Von Kries (1884) and consists in stimulating the nerve with a
slowly rising current. The question then arises of whether the nerve
can still respond when the current rises very slowly, so that the accommodativi counterprocesses are given full r"op". Lr"us (1907)
found that there is a "minimal current gradient" or critical slope below
which the current simply fails to excite. This is the pente limite of the
French school (see e.g. A. M. Monnier, 1934). Pente limite is a sisn
of accommodation and can be used to measure it. Present-day tec.hniques require that this be established with a single fiber and with .a
single Ranvier node stimulated by the outwardly directed current. The
adjacent nodes have to be cocainized. With these strict criteria the
experiment has been repeated by Tasaki (1950, 1953a) and by
Frankenhaeuser (1952), both of whom are in perfect agreement: for
frog nerve there is a minimal current gradient below which it does
not excite. Frankenhaeuser, however, states that repetitive firing may
be obtained if the next Ranvier node is uncocainized, so that the excitatory disturbance can spread to it.
Does this mean, then, that a generator potential in the receptors only
can cause repetitive firing by virtue of its electrotonic spread on to a
number of nodes? Is this how we have to understand that stretch receptors fire continuously, as shown by Fig. 8, at a rate proportional
to the amount of generator potential, or that a single vertebrate sensory
fiber behaves in much the same way when stimulated with a slowly
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rising current, maintained at difierent levels of strength, whatever its
ratebf rise (e.g. Granit and Skoglund, 1943; Katsuki and Yoshino,
1952)? There is a considerable literature on repetitive firing in nerve.
See e.g. Biedermann ( 1895 ) , Fessard (1936) , Skoglund (1942, with
references), Kugelberg (1944), Laget and Lundberg (1949), and
Sato ( 1952), to which especially French authors (see below) have
contributed.
My answer to the question raised is simply that we do not yet possess

the necessary information for a final explanation of how generator
potentials in sense organs can maintain stimulation of their nerve fiber
in the face of accommodation. Fig. 116 (below, p. 2a6) shows a single
stretch receptor in the leg extensor of a decerebrate cat firing for a
considerable lime at a rate as high as 300 impulses per second. The
innervation of the muscle was intact, stimulus was stretch, and only
a thin filament in a dorsal root was taken out for recording. Conditions
were thus perfectly physiological. How is such long-lasting intense
firing possible?
Some alternative explanations, not necessarily mutually exclusive,
may be suggested:

1) It is known that rhythmic flring with disappearance of accommodation can be induced in highly accommodating nerve fibers by,
for instance, decalcifying agents (see e.g. Fessard, 1936; Solandt,
1935-36; Brink and Bronk, 1937; Monnier and Copp6e, 1939). Many
sensory nerves may be normally in a state on the verge of firing and
show what L. and M. Lapicque (1937, i938) used to call autorhythmicity (also "climalyse"), a property which Monnier and Copp6e
(1939) have characterized by specific resonance phenomena. A. M.
Monnier (.1952) has given a summary of his later generalizations on
resonance in nerves. The role of resonance phenomena in specific af(

ferent fibers is stiil unknown and, to become significant in this connection, wouid have to be studied with reference to generator potentials,
spike frequencies, and adaptation.
(2) It is particulariy likely that the fine unmyelinated nerve terminals which are a characteristic feature of most sense organs (see Fig.
5, B) are specially adapted to be a relatively nonaccommodating point
of attack for receptor potentials. Thus, Katz (1950a,b) has shown
that the fine terminals of tl-re muscle spindle, even in the absence of
deflnite provocation by a stimulusl may gonerate small nonpropagated
spike potentials which mature into a conducted spike when several
of them at the same time reach tl-re confluence point of the undivided
flber (see also Buller, Nichoils, and Strom, 1953). Spontaneous im-
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charge. In the retina I found it necessary to postulate a process of
postexcitatory inhibition to account for results such as those of Fig.
L1, obtained with single elements picked up by a microelectrode in
the eye of the guinea pig. In a, b, and c the duration of stimulation is
lengthened, the last record showing merely the end of an illumination
lasting for 5 seconds. The pause in the spike discharge after cessation

pulse generation of this kind is almost conclusive evidence against the
presence of accommodation. I shall discuss these experiments in con-

siderable detail when dealing with the mechanism of generation of
spontaneous impulse discharges from sense organs (Chapter 3). Even
if there were some accommodation in the individual nerve terminals,
their great number ensures stimulation on a statistical basis of simultaneous invasion of their common junctional point. This theory has
the further advantage of making a very characteristic morphological
feature of sense organs intelligible. If I have understood Katsuki et al.
(1951) correctly, their views run along similar lines of thinking.
(3) Finally, electrotonic spread of the receptor potential may counteract accommodation.

The amount of accommodation at the receptor end of any fiber, as
pointed out by Granit and Skoglund (1943), is likely to be adjusted
to the needs of the sense organ. Gray and Matthews ( 195 i ) have compared accommodation to linearly increasing mechanical stimuli of
individual Pacinian corpuscles in the cat's mesentery with accommodation to linearly rising electrical ctrrcnts in their afferent fibers.
The two critical slopes for stimulation (pentes limites) were very
similar, suggesting some connection between adaptation and accommodation. The recent work on the generator potential of the Pacini
body (Alvarez-Buylla et al., t953; Gray and Sato, 1953) also shows
this to have a fast exponential decay with a time constant of the order
of 2 msec. In the Pacini organ, however, the nerve fiber's terminal
portion is of a rare type, a formation reminiscent of a stalk with a
club at the end residing within a number of concentric pouches (see
below, p. 38). Therefore its rapid accommodation to linearly rising
stimuli does not contradict apparent absence of accommodation in an
organ like the stretch receptor, with the common, typical, split-up
nerve terminals (Fig. 5, B) seen also in Golgi tendon organs, muscle
spindles, Ruffini's "cylindre terminal," Krause end bulbs, unorganized
beaded terminals subserving pain, nerve nets encircling hair stalks,
and retinal cones-to mention only structures with which I shall deal

Fig. 11. Postexcitatory inhibition in eye of guinea pig. Microelectrode. Records rr r/ show e{Iect of cluration of stimuhts of 600 m.c.: a, about 0.5 sec.; b,
I sec.; c, end of exposurc of 5 scc.; rl, end of exposure of 20 sec. Records e-g
show cffcct of stimulus intensitl,; c, 20 m.c.; l, 1-50 m.c.; g, 500 m.c. (.Granit, Vet.
ul;ad. ark. l. zctol., A J6, No. 11. 1945a.)

of illumination increases in length when stimulus duration is lengthened. Similarly, e,f , and.q show tl.rat an increase of stimulus intensity
Iengthens the pause. These are elements of the type discharging mereiy
to onset of illurnination (cf. Chapter 2), very common in the rod eye
of this animal.
These microelectrode records front ti'rs retina refer to the third neu-

below.

6. Sensory hyperpolarizations
In discussing adaptation of sense organs I have so far not considered
the possibility that in some end organs depolarizing generator potentials at cessation of stimulation might be cut short by an opposite
process of hyperpolarization which would act to prevent afterdis-

rone, but similar postexcitatory inhibitions have been described in
many simple sense organs, e.g. the thermoreceptors (I{ensei and Zotterman, 195ia-c; Dodt, 1952a.b).
l
I
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Matthews (1933) described cessation of the discharge of muscle
spindles after stretch, illustrated in Chapter 7 (Fig. 11.3, A, B, p. 241).
In this case, as pointed out by him, part of the efiect must probably
be ascribed to the viscoelastic forces in the muscle, the spindles being
unloaded for a while during readjustment of tension to length. This,
however, cannot be the whole truth because Katz's records from the
terminals of frog muscle spindles, shown above in Fig. 1b, very clearly
demonstrate a terminal hyperpolarization potential after stretch, and
during this time the muscle spindle was silenced. It remains to be seen
whether further work at the microlevel will succeed in demonstrating
similar postexcitatory or secondary hyperpotrarizations in other sense
organs to account for the very common phenomenon of postexcitatory
depression.

Have we any evidence for primary hyperpolarization in sense organs
adequately stimulated? The earliest evidence obtained again refers
to the retina. This, as we shall see below, is a complex organ which
is inverted in vertebrates so that the conventional signs of the potentials in the electroretinogram recorded in the standard leads, cornea
to back of the eye, probably refer to events of opposite sign within
the structure itself. Fig. 12 shows what happens in the frog's eye during
illumination with a single flash (Granit and Therman, 1938). Four
ways of leading off (I, II, ilI, and IV) have been used, of which I is
the standard way in which electroretinograms are recorded. The upper
electrode in this figure is always positive and thus in the standard lead
(I) also cornea-positive. In this lead the normal retinogram is initiated
with a negative-positive response at onset of light and completed with
a positive off-effect at cessation of illumination (column marked
normal response, lead I). The cornea-negative response is the so-called
a-wave, the positive the b-wave. A drop of a potassium solution into
the bulb first emphasizes the initial negative a-phase of the negativepositive complex (soon after potassium, lead I) and ultimately this
response (for some time) without change of latency continues as a
wholly negative retinogram (later after potassium). Potassium is a
well-known depolarizing agent, and so the remaining negative response
to illumination cannot be a depolarization by light. In view of the inversion of the vertebrate retina its sign, which in the standard lead is
cornea-negative, would actually be cornea-positive with regard to the
orientation of the retinal structures. The conventional nomenclature
will, however, be used everywhere in these lectures.
The other leads show two further events, the electrotonic spread
into the optic nerve superimposed upon the retinogram in II and the
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voileys in the optic nerve isolated in IV. Potassium immediately removed these signs of activity, and so leads I and II after potassium
merely record mirror images of the electroretinogram. I shall discuss
recent developments of electroretinography in Chapter 5 and now
merely reiterate the conclusion that a process of hyperpolarization is
found in the vertebrate retina and that it can be isolated with a depolarizing agent which removes the (cornea-positive) depolarization
potential. The latter is upward in lead I (normal response). A full
discussion of these results is given in Granit (1947, L952b).
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Fig. 12. The efiect of potassium chloride on the frog electroretinogram in
difierent leads. Upper electrode positive plotted upward. (Granit and Therman,

I. Physiol., 93, 9P.

1938.)

Evidence for primary hyperpolarization in a sense organ comes
from the clear-cut results of Parry (1947) on the single ocellus of a
locust, probably the simplest visual receptor. This organ responds to
illumination by increased polarization. This membrane change can be
recorded from the raised-up ocellar nerve as a positive electrotonic
potential in the way Katz (see above, p. 15) recorded the hyperpolarization potential from the stretch-receptor afierents at cessation of
stimulation. But in Parry's work, as shown in Fig. 13, the only response
to illumination was this positive effect. At cessation of illumination
the response was reversed; the ocellus now became depolarized with
an overswing toward the negative side. The negative depolarization
potential was thus an off-effect. Neither change caused any discharge
in the optic nerve, which in this animal is quite large (25p) but only
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1 mm. in length. However, when the negative electrotonic change

7. The on/off systenx

reached the next station, the cells of the circumoesophageal ganglion,
they were found to discharge to the negative swing at "off," behaving
therefore like other cells when depolarized. Here then is a mechanism
for an off-discharge by potential changes similar to the one that origi-

A brief presentation of this feature of sensory organization should
perhaps be given at this stage because it is part of both the visual and
the auditory responses and thus must be highly important. The sim-

nally was postulated for the vertebrate retina (Granit, 1933, t947,
1952b). So far this is the only single sensory cell which unequivocally
has been shown to be hyperpolarized instead of depolarized by light.
The eye of Limulus, as we have seen, is merely depolarized by light,

Fig. 13. Electrical resPonse of ocellus recorded electrotonically in the ocellar
nerve. Light on and off as marked. See explanation in text. Records read from
right to left; on-response is 0.27 mV. Time marks every 1/10 sec. (Parry, I. ExpBiol., 24, 211. 1947.)

and so are all the simple visual receptors mentioned above (sec. 4),
provided that the ganglion layers are absent or have been removed.
Svaetichin (1954a), on the basis of microelectrode work with the fish
retina, states that fish cones discharge to hyperpolaization, but his
evidence seems to me inconclusive. It will be discussed in Chapter 5.
As such, records showing opposite potentials in the retina have been
a feature of electroretinography from 1865 to the present day (Granit,
1947). However, as mentioned above, from ventral horn cells Brock,
Coombs, and Eccles ( 195 1, 1952) , using inside microelectrodes, have
found membrane depolarization to excitation and hyperpolarization
to inhibition of the cell. These results are unequivocal in demonstrating
a correlation between excitation and depolarization, and between hyperpolarization and inhibition. It is therefore impossible to accept the
idea that hyperpolarization causes a discharge until it is backed by
extremely clear-cut and deflnite evidence.
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plest on/off system known is that of the cTam pecten (Hartline,
1938b), in the eye of which there are two layers of visual receptors,
discharging to onset of light, the other to cessation of iigtrt.
1l-" ?n"
work with internal microelectrodes on these two types of celli is
urgently needed. Something might also be done with polarizing currents of opposite orientation, because in the vertebraie retina these
tend-to have opposite effects on the retinal elements according to
whether they respond chiefly to onset or to cessation of light (Gernindt
and Granit, 1947).
In the eye of Limulus there is no off-effect proper unless individual
_
fibers are isolated on the central side of the optlc ganglion (wilska
and Hartline,l94L), and the same holds good for the mimmalian ear,
in which off-efiects do not occur until the discharge has reached the
medial-geniculate body (Galambos, 1952). Actually it was first picked
up in the agdi,tory path by Ek and C. von Euler ( iO+21 i, frogs and
by Bremer (1943) in the cortex of cats. Evidently, then, ofi-disch-arges,
like so-called reflex rebonnd (Sherrington, 1906), can be produ'ced
by central interaction between structures with mutually anLgonistic
effects on the same neurone. There is no reason why the mecilanism
of interaction necessarily need be different in peripheral and central
structures. Depolarization and hyperpolarization oicur in both. The
only common denominator for on/ofr systems hitherto found is the
presence of two antagonistic processes. Since the ommatidium of
Limulus generates only a depolarization potential, there is no reason
why there should be an ofi-effect in it. Bufif, for the sake of argument,
one takes Hartline's ommatidium and combines it with parry,s"ocellus
former depolarized, the latter hyperpolarized, by lighi_into an
-the
imaginary double-cell eye, then the ourcome migtrt easitf be a design
such as the on/off retina of pecten or the rrigrrry .o.pl.* vertebrate
eye. There would be two potentials of opposite orieniation, the
one
generating excitation, the other inhibition to illumination, and their
combined efiect might produce an on-discharge, an off_discharge,
or
even an on/otr discharge-in other words, un
such as the vertJbrate
"ye

retina.

Actually,

this-put in a form

easy to understand_is the way think_
.
ing and experimentation concerned with the vertebrate retina
ilu, pro-
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ceeded (see Granit, L947,

t952b). The deflections to "on" and "off"
of its electroretinogram, as illustrated in Fig. 12 above, have been

All these results may be convenientlv summarized in a diagram such
as the one of Fig. 14. There are three-flbers which, charact6ristically,

known from the beginning of electroretinography. Adrian and R. Matthews (1927a,b, 1928) were the first to pick up the corresponding
discharges in the optic nerve by modern methods (for earlier attempts
see historical section of Granit, t947). On the basis of an analysis of
the mammalian electroretinogram (Granit, 1933) I postulated inhibition in the retina to account for the off-discharge and with Therman

are flring spontaneously. This activity serves as a background for the
inhibitory effects as well as for the postexcitatory inhibition of Fig. 11,
which without it could not be demonstrated. It was described very
much later (Granit, 1945a). Element 1 discharges to onset of illumination and is silenced at"ofr." Element 2, as illustrated in 2a, is inhibited
by light and discharges at cessation of itlumination. In 2b the same
element is supposed to sufier reillumination during its off-discharge
and so again is inhibited. Element 3 is introduced merely to show how
with one particular combination of excitation and inhibition there
would be both an on- and an off-discharge. Such elements, in fact,
tend to be the most comrnon ones. All response types in this diagram
have been seen in actual experiments with retinal elements.
There is, however, a hypothetical component in this brief presentation of the on/ofi system. This is the notion that inasmuch as purity
of type could be definitely established, the pure on-element always
would be excited at "on" and inhibited at ,,off,,, the pure off-element
always inhibited at "orr" and excited at "off." Actually the pattern of
opposite retinal potentials, from which the search for inhibition started,
fitted into this scheme, at least as well as could be expected with such
complex structures. Production of inhibition in its purest possible
state by reillumination on top of the off-efiect coincided with the onset
of the cornea-negative change of Fig. lZ (Granit and Therman, 1935;
Granit and Helme, 1939), while excitation was found to depend on
the cornea-positive potential (Granit, 194j, tg52b; cf. Noell, 1953).
This, at the time, was the earliest evidence for the view that sensory
excitation and inhibition was characterized by opposite changes of
potential. It has been fully discussed in Granit (1947, l95}b).
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Fig. 14. Diagram illustrating three fibers in the optic nerve flring spontaneously and their responses to illumination, as described in text.

(1934,1935) demonstrated its actual existence. Then followed Hartline's (1935, 1938a) well-known microdissection of the frog optic
nerve fibers, which proved that there were fibers responding either to
onset or to cessation of light as well as fibers responding both to onset
and cessation of light, now commonly spoken of as on-, off- or on,/off
fibers or elements, even though it is realized that these distinctions
represent some oversimplification. His results were soon confirmed
by the microelectrode technique (see Granit, 1947). The inhibition
to light that we had found had been an inhibition of the massed offdischarge during reillumination. With his single-fiber preparation
Hartline proved that reillumination quenches the ofi-discharge of individual off-elements, which thus were siienced by light and, as it were,
set free by darkness.
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